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Lynx Accelerates the Immediate Adoption of Smart Home Use Cases Through Native Interoperability with OCF Certified Products – No Integrations Required

Posted on: September 11, 2018
[image: alt]

Lynx MiND provides heterogeneous device support and interoperability

across multiple smart home protocols

SAN DIEGO, CA – 11 SEPTEMBER 2018 – Today Lynx Technology, a worldwide leader in interoperability for the connected home and IoT markets, said that on the heels of the recent Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) announcement the organization has entered an agreement with major worldwide appliance manufacturers for interoperable secure smart devices within the IoT ecosystem, that Lynx is capable of instant interoperability with any OCF-certified smart appliance or product as soon as it ships…. [Read More]


Filed Under: Member Announcements 
III partners with OCF to lead the development of the IoT industry with various AI and smart home applications

Posted on: May 31, 2018
The Institute for Information Industry (III) , Taiwan, has formed a close partnership with the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) and has been fully engaged in helping Taiwanese firms to obtain international certifications. OCF and III held the conference on “Next Generation IoT Architecture” on June 7th at Taipei World Trade Center, where Dr. John Joonho Park, the Executive Director of OCF, gave updates on OCF and its strategy for 2018 and 2019, and OCF members, including VIA Technologies, Lynx Technology, and Microsoft Taiwan shared the latest development of IoT technologies and applications.

… [Read More]
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Mission & Vision









IoT has received an enormous amount of attention in recent years, rapidly growing with many smart devices already integrated into consumers’ everyday lives. The number of connected devices in India is expected to reach 2.7 billion by 2020, with Nasscom predicting the economic impact of these devices reaching up to USD 15 billion next year. But nearly half of the market potential of IoT remains locked due to lack of interoperability standards.

The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) is a leading open IoT standards development organization dedicated to ensuring secure interoperability for consumers, businesses and industries by delivering a standard communications platform, a bridging specification, an open source implementation and a certification program allowing devices to communicate regardless of form factor, operating system, service provider, transport technology or ecosystem

The OCF India Forum was established with representatives from Nasscom CoE IoT, Samsung R&D India Bengaluru, Intel India, L&T Technology Services and 30+ member companies. The Chair of the India Forum is Dr. Aloknath De, CTO of Samsung R&D India who will be working closely with Sudhanshu Mittal, Director of Nasscom CoE IoT and other leadership members. The India Forum is committed to leveraging OCF's mature technology standards and open source applications to promote secure interconnection between devices of different brands, different operating systems and different underlying communication technologies in India; Also increase OCF certified products and promote OCF Interoperability with other IoT platforms.
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Upcoming Event: OCF India Seminar and Q2 Member Meeting @Nasscom CoE IoT Office Bengaluru (9th May 2019)

OCF Specification 2.0.2 officially released

OCF is accredited by ISO/IEC JTC 1 and becomes ISO/IEC 30118 (Parts 1-6)

Legrand introduces OCF certified Smart Lighting from the Radiant collection

Hyundai Development Company and OCF sign MoU to apply OCF on HDC apartment houses
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OCF Korea Forum: Creating Smart Ways to Live in Smart Homes

Posted on: July 2, 2019
By Sangguk Jung

Around 70 percent of Koreans live in apartment buildings for convenience and because the population is larger than the land size of the country and Koreans prefer convenient life. Most units in these apartment buildings have their own built-in smart home systems, such as automatic curtains, lighting, doors, gas valves, thermostats, and more. So, how do you control each of these devices ensure that the smart home functions correctly and efficiently?

The OCF Korea Forum was formed in March 2017 with the goal to expand IoT (Internet of Things) interoperability in Korea. As an “outpost” of the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), the Korea Forum strives to provide secure interoperability across the IoT ecosystem, including the smart home, automotive, health, and enterprise industries. In their latest efforts to bring safety, efficiency, and interoperability to the IoT in Korea, the Korea Forum has announced the development of an OCF-based submetering service that will allow Korean residents who live in apartment buildings to save energy. It is also developing an edge-computing smart home hub that will connect all IoT appliances in a home with backwards and forwards compatibility, meeting the needs of the residents.

… [Read More]


Filed Under: Blog 
OCF Highlights Interoperability Standards at CES Asia

Posted on: July 6, 2018
[image: alt]OCF Executive Director John Park delivers his keynote address in front of a packed audience.

Following our successful debut at CES Asia 2017, OCF returned to this year’s show at the Shanghai New International Expo Centre – not only with a booth but also a keynote address from OCF Executive Director John Park in front of a packed audience. The premier event for the consumer technology industry in Asia took place on June 13-15.

In addition to providing an overview of the Open Connectivity Foundation and emphasizing its role as the world’s leading IoT standards organization, Mr. Park … [Read More]
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